Graduating in January

08.09.16  List of topics announced on the faculty webpage
15.09.16  Fair for research paper topics
22.09.16  Registration of topic and selected supervisor - submission of application to the Dean's Office
30.09.16  Submission of extended research plan in Moodle. Supervisor’s confirmation
31.10.16  Submission of theoretical part and plans for the empirical part in Moodle.
08.12.16  Submission of initial version of research paper in Moodle
05.01.17  Uploading of complete research paper in Moodle and submitting the paper version to the Dean’s office

11.-13.01.2017 Defence of research papers

25.-26.01.2017 Graduation exam

Graduating in June

08.09.16  List of topics announced on the school webpage
15.09.16  Fair for research paper topics
22.09.16  Registration of topic and selected supervisor - submission of application to the Dean's Office
29.01.17  Submission of extended research plan. Supervisor’s confirmation.
24.03.17  Submission of theoretical part of research paper and plans for the empirical part in Moodle
03.05.17  Submission of initial version of research paper in Moodle
23.05.17  Uploading of complete research paper in Moodle and submitting the paper version to the Dean’s office
29.-30.05.17  Defence of research papers
08.-09.06.2017  Graduation exam